
Study English at University
Liverpool Hope University and Carmel College

Flexible, combined honours degrees delivered by Liverpool Hope and Carmel 
College.

From September 2018, Liverpool Hope University is offering a range of full-time combined 
honours degree programmes. Taught at Carmel College over one or two evenings each 
week, the degree programme allows students the flexibility to combine work and study.

BA (Hons) English combined

English is half of a combined honours degree. This means you combine studying English 
with a second subject area such as History or Information Technology, splitting your time 
equally between the two subjects. This allows you to create a degree that is tailor made 
for you.

Study English with Liverpool Hope and you will discover how the English language reflects 
our society and culture, how it can vary in both time and space, and how its manipulation 
can influence our thoughts, views and beliefs.

During your three years of study, you will gain a firm grounding in how language is 
structured, how it develops in individuals and in societies, and how it creates identities 
and expresses ideologies in a variety of contexts, from spoken discourse through 
literature to multimodal media. You will also learn about the practical applications of 
language study, in the context of ongoing technological and cultural developments.



Study English at University
Liverpool Hope University and Carmel College

First year
Introduction to English Language - Language and Society, History and Change and 
Understanding Language provide the core to your first year. You examine key issues in 
sociolinguistics and look at multilingual societies from a variationist perspective. You also 
gain insights into language use and development across time and in different types of literary 
and non-literary texts (such as Chaucer, Shakespeare or 18th-century letter-writing). You 
achieve a thorough understanding of how language works, including phonetics and phonology, 
morphology and syntax, semantics and pragmatics. You will analyse the social, geographical 
and historical variations of language. You learn about the International Phonetic Alphabet, 
the structure of words, the different classes or groups to which words belong and how they 
combine into more complex syntactic structures.

Second year
Explorations in English Language - Your second year introduces you to the theories and 
methods of linguistic analysis. You explore the ways in which discourses operate as practices, 
and look at cognitive processes, with a particular focus on child language acquisition. You learn 
how to apply your knowledge of how we acquire and use language to professional contexts, 
which gives you a sound basis for possible careers in, e.g. speech therapy and teaching English 
as a Foreign Language.

Third year
Advanced Studies in English Language - In your final year, you build on analytical techniques 
you learned in the course of the previous years and draw upon particular research specialisms 
of your tutors. You explore ways in which power is encoded in language in a range of contexts. 
You also investigate how present-day sociolinguistic theories can be applied in order to gain 
a better understanding of the key issues in multilingualism, such as individual, societal and 
cognitive. Learning about the stylistics of literary texts gives you an advanced analytical toolkit 
for understanding narratives and the language of literary texts. You also complete a research 
project in your final year.

Subject combinations:
• BA (Hons) English & History
• BA (Hons) English & Business Management
• BA (Hons) English & Information Technology

Assessments
A variety of assessment methods are utilised throughout the degree, including essays, 
portfolios, group work, presentations, online engagement and examinations.

Evening classes and lectures are based at Carmel College from 18:00 - 21:00, one or two 
evenings per week.

Find out more
For more information, entry requirements and details of how to apply, please email  
highereducation@carmel.ac.uk

Degree combinations subject to final confirmation.
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